
HP 48SX Interfaces and Appl icat ions 
The HP 48SX sc ient i f ic  expandable calculator  prov ides 
support for multiple applications, both built- in and externally 
developed, with customized user interfaces. The Equation- 
Wri ter and interact ive plot t ing are two of the bui l t - in 
appl icat ions. 

by Ted W.  Beers,  Diana K.  Byrne,  Gabe L.  Eisenstein,  Robert  W.  Jones,  
and Patr ick J.  Megowan 

LIKE ITS PREDECESSOR THE HP 28S, the HP 48SX 
scientific expandable calculator is an RPN calculator 
designed as an electronic scratchpad for mathemat 

ical calculations. However, the simple user interface used 
in the HP 28S would have become overloaded if translated 
directly to the more capable HP 48SX. Consequently, the 
HP 48SX contains direct support for developing specialized 
user interfaces that can replace or extend the basic cal 
culator interface. The support is used in the built-in appli 
cations such as the EquationWriter and interactive plotting, 
and is available for ordinary user programming and for 
externally developed applications. In this article, we will 
review the support mechanisms and give several illustra 
tions of their use. 

Managing Mult iple Appl icat ions 
Early in the development of the HP 48SX, it became 

apparent that without a common approach to application 
interface implementation, the calculator would not present 
a consistent methodology to the user. For example, when 
an application ends, it is important that the menu displayed 
before the application was started be restored. If one appli 
cation restored the previous menu while another always 
displayed the MATH menu, user confusion would result. 

Although a consistent approach to application interface 
design is important, so is the freedom of the designer to 
incorporate unique features that justify the need for a spe 
cial interface. One of the challenges in developing the 
application interface engine for the HP 48SX was balancing 
consistency of operation with flexible design components. 
For the basic, stack-oriented, RPN operation of the 
HP 48SX, and for stack-oriented applications such as statis 
tics, the user interface is handled by the built-in RPL outer 
loop. All other applications use an RPL tool called the 
parameterized outer loop, which is designed to customize 
a user interface. 

The designer of an application can be expected to know 
how its interface should operate, but not necessarily to 
know or fully understand how the application should han 
dle the application from which it was started or how to 
respond consistently to fatal error conditions and other 
unexpected events. The parameterized outer loop relieves 
the designer of these burdens while providing a common, 
robust method for handling application startup, applica 
tion shutdown, and asynchronous event handling. The 
parameterized outer loop accomplishes this by handling 

the following major aspects of calculator operation: 
â€¢ Saving the previous application's user interface 
â€¢ Updating the application's display between key presses 
â€¢ Waiting for and dispatching key presses, alarm inter 

rupts, and unhandled errors 
â€¢ Exiting the display and key handling loop 
â€¢ Restoring the previous application's user interface. 

Except for saving and restoring the previous application's 
user interface, the application-specific components of each 
step are specified by the application when it starts the 
parameterized outer loop. 

Before the user can interact with an application such as 
the Equation Catalog, the application must set its user inter 
face. The user interface is what makes the interaction with 
the application unique. For example, in the Equation Cat 
alog, the familiar stack display is replaced by a list of equa 
tions, and the T and A keys no longer move the character 
cursor but instead move a list pointer around the equation 
list. An application sets these and other aspects of its inter 
face when started by passing a set of user interface param 
eters to the parameterized outer loop. These parameters 
define how the application manages the HP 48SX display 
and keyboard and how the application interacts with the 
rest of the calculator environment. 

Parameterized Outer Loop Operat ion 
The operation of the parameterized outer loop can be 

summarized as follows: 

S a v e  t h e  s y s t e m  o r  c u r r e n t  a p p l i c a t i o n ' s  u s e r  i n t e r f a c e  
I f  er ror  in  

{  S e t  t h e  n e w  a p p l i c a t i o n ' s  u s e r  i n t e r f a c e  
W h i l e  e x i t  c o n d i t i o n  o b j e c t  e v a l u a t e s  t o  F A L S E  

{  E v a l u a t e  d i s p l a y  o b j e c t  
I f  er ror  in  

R e a d  a n d  e v a l u a t e  a  k e y  
T h e n  

E v a l u a t e  e r r o r  h a n d l e r  o b j e c t  

T h e n  
R e s t o r e  t h e  s a v e d  u s e r  i n t e r f a c e  a n d  e r r o r  

R e s t o r e  t h e  s a v e d  u s e r  i n t e r f a c e  

The application specifies the unique operation compo 
nents, such as the exit condition object and the display 
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object, when it starts the parameterized outer loop. This is 
how the application customizes the interface. The 
parameterized outer loop is responsible for the key-display 
loop, alarm interrupts, and low-level error handling. 
Display Handling. There is no default display in the 
parameterized outer loop. The application is responsible 
for setting up the initial display and for updating it. The 
application display object is the method by which the 
application manages the HP 48SX display. This object, 
which is usually an executable program, can take advantage 
of the two main methods of displaying information that 
the HP 48SX supports: passive display update and active 

display update. 
Passive Display Update. Passive display update involves 
using the display object to update any area of the display 
that needs to be changed after a key is handled. In this 
display handling model, each key is responsible for implic 
itly passing information to the display object regarding 
what areas of the display it hasn't changed. The display 
object then updates all other display areas. 

Since the main outer loop itself uses this display update 
scheme, applications that use many standard keys, such 
as MatrixWriter, take advantage of the display update in 
formation passed by the standard keys to simplify their 
own display and key handling logic. 

A major benefit of passive display update rests on the 
fact that the application programmer can make no display- 
related assertions at all in key handling, and still the display 
handling will work properly, albeit more slowly than nec 
essary. As the application develops, the programmer can 
add assertions to those keys that do not affect certain dis 
play areas, thus saving time during display update. If the 
programmer misses a few combinations of key-display 
interaction, the application stills operates properly. 
Active Display Update. The second method supported by 
the parameterized outer loop for handling display update 
is the more conventional active display update. In this 
model, each key that affects the display updates the display 
itself. With active display handling, the application display 
object can be reduced to a simple NOP (no operation). The 
major drawbacks of active display update are that all aspects 
of display handling must be considered by every key defini 
tion, and the implicit display update information required 
by other calculator resources must be determined whenever 
these resources are used by the application. 

For consistency and robustness, most HP 48SX applica 
tions manage the display in the same manner as the main 
outer loop, namely with passive display update. 
Hard Key Assignments. Any of the HP 48SX keys, in any 
of their six planes (unshifted, left-shifted, right-shifted, 
alpha-unshifted, alpha-left-shifted, and alpha-right-shifted) 
can be assigned for the duration of a parameterized outer 
loop application. The key object parameter specifies the 
keys to assign and their new assignments. In addition, there 
are two flag parameters that control how keys not assigned 
by the application are handled. If a key is not assigned by an 
application, and the allow default keys flag is TRUE, then stan 
dard or default key processing occurs, according to the do 
standard keys flag. 

For example, if user keys mode is on and the key has a 
user key assignment, then the user key is processed if do 

standard keys is FALSE, or the standard key is processed if 
do standard keys is TRUE. If allow default keys is FALSE, then all 
nonapplication keys beep and do nothing else. 
Menu Key Assignments. An application can specify any 
initial menu key assignments, in any of three planes (un 
shifted, left-shifted, and right-shifted), to be initialized 
when the parameterized outer loop is started. An outer 
loop parameter specifies the definition object for the appli 
cation's menu, and may indicate that the current menu is 
to be left intact. When the outer loop is exited, the previous 
menu is restored automatically. 

Since hard key assignments have priority over menu key 
assignments, it is possible to define more exotic behavior 
for the menu keys. To date, no parameterized outer loop 
application does so, however, since the menu key handling 
is very flexible and customizable itself. 
Preventing Suspended Environments. Many applications 
need to allow arbitrary commands and user objects to be 
evaluated, but may not want the current environment to 
be suspended by the HALT and PROMPT commands. A pa 
rameterized outer loop flag specifies whether any command 
that would suspend the environment instead generates a 
HALT Not Allowed error. Since both HALT and PROMPT actual 
ly restart the main outer loop, which leaves the application 
suspended indefinitely without protection for its global 
resources, all current applications disallow suspension. 
Nesting Applications. One of the powerful features of the 
HP 48SX is its ability to stack or nest multiple application 
user interfaces, effectively allowing an application to run 
within another application. For example, while working 
within MatrixWriter, one can press f STK to start the interac 
tive stack application to copy a value from the stack into 
MatrixWriter. Conversely, within the interactive stack, one 
can select a matrix and press VIEW to start MatrixWriter. 
In both cases, when the second application is finished, the 
first resumes where it left off. The parameterized outer 
loop makes sure all the details are sorted out. 

Applicat ion Examples 
The interactive stack is an HP 48SX application with 

which one can browse through the HP 48SX data stack and 
perform a set of stack-related operations based on the 
selected stack levels. Since the interactive stack is designed 
for stack operations only (including some object editing 
operations), it maintains strict control over the keyboard 
and display. This is accomplished with its key handling 
and menu objects. Unlike most applications, the interactive 
stack presents a different menu depending on how it is 
started. When an edit line does not exist, a full menu of 
operations is displayed. When an edit line does exist, the 
interactive stack displays a more restrictive menu, reflect 
ing the fewer operations available. To implement this differ 
ence, the interactive stack passes one of two menu objects 
to the parameterized outer loop as its menu specification. 

MatrixWriter is an HP 48SX application that simplifies 
the entry of matrix objects. Like the interactive stack, Matrix- 
Writer controls certain keys that are redefined for its envi 
ronment, such as A. Unlike the interactive stack, however, 
MatrixWriter allows all undefined keys to operate normal 
ly, since many standard key definitions, such as + , are 
useful in MatrixWriter. 
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Both the interactive stack and MatrixU'riter use the pas 
sive display update method for managing their output. In 
the case of MatrLxWriter, this is especially useful and 
important, since the standard edit line interface is used 
extensively within the MatrixWriter environment. 

Customizat ion by the User  
The standard keyboard and display of the HP 48SX are 

designed for general use, offering direct access to numerical 
computation and indirect access to other features. For users 
who want direct access to features of their own choosing (or 
creation), the HP 48SX has a number of tools for customiz 
ing the user interface. The user can redefine keys, define 
a custom menu, customize how key definit ions are exe 
cuted, and maintain a variety of customized environments. 

In the HP 28S, key definitions are objects of a special 
form. For easier customization, we changed the HP 48SX 
so that any object can be a key definition. For example, 
the user can assign the string 5 and the function + to keys, 
and those keys will act the same as the normal 5 and + keys. 

For each key, the user can assign an object in one of six 
key planes: keys can be unshifted, left-shifted, or right- 
shifted with alpha on or off. If key assignments are viewed 
as yet another shift, this makes 12 key planes in all. The 
user can enable or disable the current assignments by press 
ing Â«-iDSR, or by setting or clearing a flag. The assignments 
can be recalled as a list of alternating key codes and objects, 
and such a list can be used to make assignments. 

Another way to define keys is the custom menu. After 
storing a list of objects in a variable named CST, the user 
can press CST to put the first six objects in the menu, NXT 
to put the next six objects in the menu, and so on. This 
method doesn' t  involve the key assignments described 
above; rather, it uses the standard key definitions that make 
the menu system work. 

The objects  in  the  custom menu are  given the  same 
shifted interpretations as in built-in menus. For example, 
a name is executed, stored into, or recalled, depending on 
whether the key is unshifted, left-shifted, or right-shifted, 
just as in the VAR menu. Units are multiplied, converted, 
or divided, just as in the UNITS menu. Alternatively, the 
user can specify separate objects for the menu label and 
for unshifted, left-shifted, and right-shifted actions. 

The most radical customization is called vectored ENTER. 
When the user presses a key in normal operation, the cor 
responding object is either written to the command line or 
executed. In the latter case, the text already in the command 
line must be parsed and executed first, and then the key- 
definition object is executed. The user can customize two 
steps in  this  process  by s tor ing programs in variables  
Â«ENTER and (3ENTER. 

The program in Â«ENTER takes over parse-and-execute 
responsibilities. Such a program might either (1) print the 
command-line text and then execute OBJ-Â», which parses 
and executes as usual, (2) modify the text and then execute 
OBJ->, or (3) parse the text itself. 

After the key-definition object is executed, its text form 
is given to pENTER as an argument. Such a program might 
print the text and the contents of the stack, drop the text 
and modify the results on the stack, or display status infor 
mation or otherwise prepare for the next input from the 

user. 
Vectored ENTER is enabled by setting both its own flag and 

the flag for user key assignments.  The latter condition 
allows the user to disable vectored ENTER from the keyboard. 
This safety feature is important, since faulty customization 
routines can totally disrupt calculator operation. 

Finally, the user can maintain a variety of interfaces cus 
tomized for different purposes. Since the custom menu 
and vectored ENTER are defined by variables, switching 
directories can cause the interface to change accordingly. 
On the other hand, key assignments are independent of 
the directory. By assigning directory-switching programs 
to keys, the user can readily switch from one interface to 
another. 

The EquationWriter  
The primary design objective of the EquationWriter was 

to overcome several factors limiting the ease of use of exist 
ing calculators. The EquationWriter is the first application 
to emerge from advances in display technology, both hard 
ware and software, compared with the HP 28S. The general 
result of these advances can be seen in the inclusion of the 
graphic object datatype and the virtual screen of the HP 48SX. 

The basic idea of the EquationWriter is to show mathe 
matical expressions as they appear in textbooks or as nor 
mally written by handâ€” for example: 
â€¢ Numerators above denominators, separated by a horizon 

tal line 
â€¢ Exponents written as superscripts, in a smaller font 
â€¢ Parentheses of adjustable height 
â€¢ The use of standard symbols for integral, summation, etc. 

This in itself is novel only in the calculator world. How 
ever, the main challenge, which was felt not to have been 
met even by existing desktop systems, was to come up with 
a consistent and intuitive way of producing and modifying 
these formatted displays as the user enters the expression, 
symbol by symbol. 

The most obvious limitation on the entry and display of 
mathematical expressions in the standard linear format is 
that when they get even moderately large, it becomes 
extremely difficult to survey the subexpression groupings 
visually and sort out all the parentheses. An expression like 

f(0,1/(X + Y),1 

is terribly tedious to read and understand, compared to 

0 (Z-l) +X 
dZD 

P H R T S  P R D E :  H Y P  I M f l T R I V E C T R I  B A S E  

This problem was especially onerous for the HP 28S 
FORM interface (renamed RULES in the HP 48SX), which 
applies operations like commutation, association, and dis 
tribution to subexpressions of a given expression. Locating 
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the desired subexpression (which very likely did not even 
fit on the screen) amid the plethora of parentheses, and 
recognizing its relation to the likewise messy and stretched- 
out result, was too much for many users to bother with. In 
the HP 48SX, the RULES interface is a subsystem of the 
Equation Writer, which can be entered any time the expres 
sion typed so far is complete (a + b is complete, a + is not) by 
pressing the â€¢< key. This sends the cursor back to the right 
most object (number, variable, or operator) in the expres 
sion, appearing as an inverse-video highlight of that object. 

0 (Z-l)  
dfl! 

R U L E S  E D I T  E K P f i  S U E :  f i E P L  E X I T  

From here the highlight-cursor can be moved around 
with the arrow keys. Pressing â€¢*, V results in: 

The subexpression selected for an operation is that which 
is included in the range of a highlighted operator (if a 
variable or number is highlighted, the subexpression sim 
ply consists of that object alone). A menu key toggles 
between highlighting the individual object and the selected 
subexpression. 

0  

dZ 

R U L E S  E D I T  E K P R  S U B  f i E P L  E X  1  

This removes any remaining uncertainty about which 
subexpression is selected (although it is not usually needed 
because the grouping is so much more apparent, and more 
of the expression tends to fit on the screen). 

Since the subexpression selection mechanism was in 
cluded for the RULES interface, it made sense to allow edit 
ing of subexpressions as well. Once a subexpression is 
selected for editing, a command line is brought up in which 
to modify the subexpression in its normal string form. This 
is mainly useful for changing the spelling of a name or 
number. Other means of modifying and combining expres 

sions are provided by the SUB (substitute), REPL (replace) 
and RCL (recall) functions: the first sends a copy of the 
selected subexpression out to the data stack, the second 
replaces the selected subexpression with the algebraic 
object on the data stack, and the third inserts the object 
from the stack in the cursor position when in entry mode 
(rectangular cursor showing). Of course, it is possible to 
back up with the normal backspace key (|). 

Another problem with the standard linear format is 
remembering the meaning and order of multiple parame 
ters. A frequent complaint about the HP 28S was that no 
one could remember how to type in the parameters to the 
INTEGRAL function. Did the lower or upper bound come 
first? Did one have to type the d that goes with the variable 
of integration? In the Equation Writer there can be no such 
confusion. Upon pressing the /key, one immediately sees 
an integral sign, with the cursor in the position of the lower 
bound. 

PARTS PROG HYP MATR VECTR BASE 

Any expression can be entered as the lower bound; it is 
terminated by the > key, which is the general means of 
terminating any syntactic piece (exponent, numerator, 
denominator, etc.). The cursor then moves to the upper 
bound position. 

PARTS PRO*  HYP MATR VECTR BASE 

If one of the subexpressions grows vertically (e.g., when 
entering a quotient for the upper bound), the integral sign 
stretches to accommodate it. 

D 

mE 

PARTS PRI1B HVP MATR VECTR BASE 

After the upper bound and integrand are terminated in 
turn, a d appears with the cursor to its right, making it 
obvious that a variable name is now required. 
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n  
B COS(Ã±)-BdD 

P f l f t T S  P R D E :  H Y P  M f l T R  V E C T R I  B A S E  

This is a good place to mention another significant fea 
ture of the EquationWriter, which is its real-time syntax 
checking. With the cursor in the variable of integration 
position, the system will not accept any input except a 
legal variable name. Pressing + here will immediately 
result in the Invalid Syntax message, with the cursor returned 
to the left of the d. Similar behavior results from following 
a prefix function immediately with an infix function, and 
so forth. The EquationWriter uses the same internal parsing 
engine that is used to parse algebraic expressions typed into 
the command line. All graphical events in the Equation- 
Writer (putting up a new symbol, inserting punctuation, 
altering the sizes of parts of the picture, and repositioning 
the cursor) are triggered by transitions across syntactic 
boundaries, as interpreted by the internal parser. The >â€¢ key 
always has the meaning of "go to the next syntactic posi 
tion", so that it not only terminates exponents, denomina 
tors, and so on, but also results in the insertion of any 
required token following the current position, such as a 
closing parenthesis, or a comma if you are in the first argu 
ment of a function requiring two or more arguments. If the 
current syntactic piece is not legally completed, the cursor 
will not advance. 

This general use of the > key was actually quite contro 
versial during the early phases of development, and this 
illustrates the challenge of coming up with an intuitive 
entry procedure, as mentioned above. One objection was 
that the > key is an unnecessary nuisance when entering 
a typical polynomial: after typing the 2 in an expression 
like ax2 + bx + c, why can't I just type -I- ? There was no 
problem in adopting such a rule, based on operator prece 
dence, but the result would be that the hated parentheses 
would start sprouting any time the exponent, numerator, 
denominator, or other expression was not typical (i.e., sim 
ple), and the user would have to remember to type the 
parenthesis before starting the subexpression (just like in 
the old linear format). In the end it was decided to provide 
both methods as modes that can be toggled by the user. A 
similar problem with respect to division was solved by 
providing, in effect, two division operators: one prefix 
(press A to initiate a complex numerator) and one infix 
(press -r to draw a line under the preceding subexpression, 
going back to an operator of lower precedence than divi 
sion). However, the uniformity of the > key has proven to 
be a contribution to an intuitive interface. Not only do all 
built-in operators work similarly, but also all future 
operators, with their own distinctive graphical properties 
defined by users who write libraries, will also have the 
same feel. 

The ideal of displaying expressions just as they appear 

in textbooks turned out to be unattainable, mainly because 
textbooks were found to follow different rules and ill- 
defined conventions. In the expression ax2 + bx-s-c, every 
one assumes that a and b are coefficients, but in general, 
variable names cannot be limited to one character, nor 
should there be something special about the letter x. Thus 
we gave up the idea of incorporating implied multiplication 
in the display. However, it is present in the entry rules: 
typing 2A automatically creates the display 2*A, and simi 
larly, any sequence of two contiguous tokens functioning 
as operands results in the insertion of the multiplication 
symbol. The display is unambiguous, but the typing is 
simplified. 

G r a p h i c s  a n d  P l o t t i n g  
Scientists and engineers use graphics for many aspects 

of their work: describing problems, studying functions, 
working out solutions, presenting data, and so on. Our 
main goal for the HP 48SX graphics and plotting system 
was to offer plotting tools beyond those of the HP 28S, 
which provided function plots and statistical scatter plots. 
We also wanted to contribute to the overall goal of making 
the calculator easier to use. A third goal was better integra 
tion of graphics with other capabilities of the machine. 

Our design choices were based on feedback from HP 28S 
users, guidelines provided by the National Council of 
Teachers of Mathematics, consultations with mathematics 
educators, and the experience of team members as college 
instructors, mathematicians, physicists, and engineers. The 
result is the HP 48SX graphics and plotting system, which 
has the following new elements: 
â€¢ A new RPL object type called a graphics object, or GROB , 

along with commands to create and modify GROBs 
â€¢ An enhanced interactive environment for plotting and 

graphics 
â€¢ Four new mathematical plot types and two new statisti 

cal plot types. 
The HP 48SX uses a new object type called a graphics 

object, or GROB, to represent graphical images. Like all 
objects, GROBs can be placed on the stack, included in 
programs, stored in variables, and exchanged with other 
calculators. Most graphics commands act on the GROB 
stored in a special display region called PICT. The HP 28S 
used one area of memory for all displays. The addition of 
a separate graphics display area in the HP 48SX simplifies 
mixing graphics and stack operations. Both display areas 
are expandable, with scrolling available to view GROBs 
larger than the display. 

Commands are available to draw geometric shapes, 
sketch freehand, or do cut-and-paste operations with small 
er GROBs. Most of these commands are available in both 
interactive and programmable forms. For example, geomet 
ric shapes include boxes, circles, and lines: 
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D 
Freehand sketches include arbitrary curves and indi 

vidual pixels: 

The REPL (replace) command takes a GROB from the 
stack and pastes it into the PICT GROB. The next example 
includes a label made from a string (by the^GROB com 
mand) and a picture imported from a computer. 

Adding a modify step to cut-and-paste leads to a rudi 
mentary but entertaining form of animation. 

The calculator itself uses GROBs for all display-related 
tasks. Graphic applications such as plotting use GROBs, of 
course, but text must also be converted to pixels before it 
can be displayed. For example, the components of the nor 
mal display (status information, stack objects, command 
line, menu labels) are created as individual GROBs and 
then pasted onto the GROB in the stack display area. Appli 
cations such as EquationWriter and MatrixWriter similarly 
construct and combine GROBs. 

Much of the benefit of GROBs, like other object types, 
is in having standard tools for standard objects used by 
both the system and the user. This uniformity leads to 
smaller code with fewer defects. 

An example of the internal structure of a GROB can be 
seen in the PARTS menu label in the MATH menu. The cal 
culator creates a small GROB for this label and then pastes 
that GROB onto the larger GROB for the whole display. 

Ã   H D M E  >  

3: 
2: 
1: 

IP r t f iTÃ I  PROS I  HVP MÃ±TR VECTF;  B f tSE 

The command-line form of this GROB is: 

GROB 21 8 E30000FFFFF1 1 B91 31 555BD1 1 1 9BB1 D55B71 D55B91 FFFFF1 

where 21 and 8 are the width and height in pixels, and the 
hexadecimal digits represent the graphical data, starting 
left to right across the top row: 

E30000  
FFFFF1 
1B9131 
555BD1 
119BB1 
D55B71 
D55B91 
FFFFF1 

Each hexadecimal digit represents a horizontal sequence 
of four pixels, with the least-significant bit representing 
the leftmost pixel. For example, the hexadecimal digit E, 
written as 1110 in base two, represents four pixels: off, on, 
on, on. 

Each row is represented by an even number of hexadec 
imal digits because the display hardware reads one byte 
(two hexadecimal digits) at a time. This requires up to 
seven bits of padding at the end of each row; in this exam 
ple, three bits of padding are required. 

Function Plots 
Like the HP 28S, the HP 48SX uses the variables EQ 

(equation) and PPAR (plot parameters) to control plotting. 
The user can maintain multiple plotting environments by 
creating multiple directories, each with its own EQ and 
PPAR. When the user presses <-> PLOT, the plot application 
first shows the current equation (EQ) and plot type (one of 
the plot parameters): 

Plot type: FUNCTION 
EQ: 'X*3-; 

3Â¡ 
2: 
1 = 

I T R  P T V P E  N E H  E D E G  I S T E T - !  C f l T  

We first demonstrate the plot type FUNCTION, which is an 
enhanced form of the HP 28S plot type. Later we will show 
the results from other plot types. 
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The user can press NEW to name a new equation, EDEQ 
to edit the current equation, or CAT to show a catalog of 
equations: 

Ã HDME 

F 2 :  
F l :  

^2+1/3 

T R S D L V R  E G *  E D I T  * S T K  V  E H  

The equation specified by EQ can be an expression, an 
equation, a program that computes values, or the name of 
a variable that contains one of these. Multiple equations 
can be plotted simultaneously by combining them into a 
list and storing that list in EQ. 

After selecting the equation, the user can press PTYPE to 
change the plot type. Other plot parameters control the 
plot's scale and the placement and labeling of the axes. To 
change the other plot parameters, the user presses PLOTR: 

Like the initial plot menu, the PLOTR menu displays the 
current values of relevant variables. To avoid interference 
with normal stack activity, these displays are maintained 
only as long as the commands in the menu are being used 
interactively. 

When the plot parameters are set, the user can press 
ERASE to clear PICT, or skip this step to superimpose the 
plot on the current PICT. The plotting is started by pressing 
DRAW or AUTO; the latter attempts to scale one or both axes 
automatically, according to the plot type. 

When the plot is completed, a menu of interactive oper 
ations appears: 

H    1  I  I  

PICT GROB is larger than the display, the user can force 
the display to scroll by moving the cursor off the edge of 
the display. 

If the plot needs adjusting, the user can zoom in or out 
along either or both axes, or define a new center. If the 
plot is satisfactory, the user can press FCN to show a menu 
of mathematical tools (applicable only to the FUNCTION plot 
type): 

I Z D D M I Z - E D K I C E N T I C D D R D I L H B E U  F C N  

In the center of the display is a cross-shaped cursor, 
which the user moves by pressing the arrow keys. The 
cursor is used to specify locations for a variety of plotting 
and graphics operations. Pressing COORD causes a display 
of the cursor coordinates to replace the menu labels. If the 

7 
RO SECT SLOPE AREA EKTR EK T 

With these tools the user can analyze the function with 
out leaving the interactive graphics environment. For 
example, pressing ROOT invokes the solver to find the 
nearest root (the cursor moves to the root): 

R D D T :  1 . 3 0 B H B E 9 1 1 7 ?  

Pressing SLOPE invokes differentiation to find the deriva 
tive at the cursor's location: 

S L O P E :  3 . 2 3  

Pressing EXTR invokes differentiation and the solver to 
find the nearest extremum (the cursor moves to the 
extremum): 

E K T R M :  ( 1 .  3 3 , - . B 5 1 B 5 1 B 5 1 B !  

Pressing AREA (twice, with the cursor at each limit) 
invokes numerical integration: 
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When EQ contains of list of equations, the user can apply 
these tools to any individual equation, or use (SECT to find 
the intersection of any pair of neighbors in EQ. 

Other Plot  Types 
To the HP 28S plot types FUNCTION and SCATTER the HP 

48SX adds mathematical plot types CONIC, POLAR, 
PARAMETRIC, and TRUTH, as well as the statistical plot types 
HISTOGRAM and BAR. The mathematical plot types share 
code for the basic steps: setting up the plotting environ 
ment, assigning successive values to the independent vari 
able, evaluating EQ, plotting the corresponding points, 
cleaning up the environment, starting the interactive phase, 
and handling errors. Each mathematical plot type requires 
its own code to process EQ once at the start and to process 
each result of evaluation. 

CONIC plots handle circles, ellipses, parabolas, and 
hyperbolas. This type turned out to be a simple combina 
tion of existing tools: the code underlying the command 
QUAD is used to turn EQ into two branches. Then the code 
in the FUNCTION plot type that plots both sides of an equa 
tion is used to plot both branches of EQ. For example, the 
equation 

4 * X  '  2  -  9 - Y  -  2  -  2 4 * X  -  9 O Y  -  2 2 5  

is plotted as: 

POLAR plots show the independent variable as a polar 
angle and the dependent variable as the radius. For exam 
ple, the equation 

2* (1 -COS(X) )  

is plotted as: 

PARAMETRIC plots show a complex-valued function of 
one real variable, where the real and imaginary parts are 
functions of the independent variable. For each point, the 
horizontal coordinate is given by the real part and the ver 
tical coordinate by the imaginary part. For example, the 
equation 

iÂ«(T'3-3Â«T) 

is plotted as: 

-i â€” i â€” iâ€” â€”i â€” i â€” i- 

I /  

TRUTH plots show truth-valued functions of two real vari 
ables. The location of each pixel represents the domain, 
and the value of the pixel represents the function value. 
Often the truth-valued function is the compostion of a func 
tion of interest, such as a real function of two variables or 
a complex function, and a projection function that maps 
function values to truth values. For example, consider a 
two-argument function. Plotting the expression 

(2*X~2-3*Y"2  +  X*Y)  MOD 16>8 

produces a contour plot of the polynomial with contour 
intervals of 8: 

A second example is a complex function. Plotting the 
expression 

SIGN (RE(Z"3-2*Z))= =SIGN (IM(Z"3-2*Z)) 

where Z is defined to be X + i*Y produces a quadrant plot of 
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the polynomial. The black regions are the points mapped 
to the first or third quadrants of the complex plane and 
the white regions are points mapped to the second or fourth 
quadrants. 
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